July 29, 2014

Multnomah County Justice Reinvestment Program (MCJRP)

The MCJRP recognizes Multnomah County’s historical responsible use of Oregon
Department of Corrections, and other public safety resources, both before and after
the passage of HB3194. Multnomah County also recognizes a continued desire and
goal to improve its processes in order to have the best information available at
important decision points throughout the public safety continuum. In order to meet
that desire and goal, the LPSCC Justice Reinvestment Subcommittee recommends the
implementation of the new case procedures outlined in this document.
The MCJRP establishes a process to assess offenders and provide a continuum of
community-based sanctions, services and programs that are designed to reduce
recidivism, decrease the county’s utilization of imprisonment in DOC institutions
while protecting public safety and holding offenders accountable.
The MCJRP is a pilot program with funding beginning July 1, 2014. The program will
be rigorously evaluated by the coordinated data team for effectiveness by measuring
various outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

MCJRP Case Procedure

July 29, 2014

Offender arrested for a bookable
offense and taken to jail

Offender processed
through MCSO
booking

DA screens case, issues
charges and flags case
for MCJRP eligibility
(see “Attachment #1”)

When an offender is MCJRP eligible, DCJ Staff will assist in compiling information
about the offender comprised of portions of the PAVRON Package material. DCJ
Staff will assemble information such as an offender’s FTA history, criminal history
and will evaluate an offender with a Risk/Needs assessment (LS/CMI) to provide
an initial indication of an offender’s risk of recidivism and clinical/criminogenic
needs. DCJ Staff will complete a MCJRP Assessment Report for each offender.

Offender arraigned on
Indictment. Court orders
MCJRP assessment interview
to occur within 21 days of
arraignment on indictment

Offender arraigned
on DA Information

Defense Coordinator acts as a
defense bar liaison and assists with
the assessment process unless a
Notice of Intent to Opt Out is filed
with the court within 21 days of
arraignment on indictment

It is presumed that an eligible individual will participate in this MCJRP assessment
and, as such, it is an opt-out program. This MCJRP assessment will not be reallowed to occur if the offender opts out unless substantial and compelling
reasons exist.

Defendant opts out of MCJRP

MCSO will provide jail escort services/resources, at both MCDC and Inverness, to
assist with the LS/CMI evaluation and offender interview.
Defense Attorney has an affirmative duty to timely
notify DCJ of an Opt Out. DCJ files a “Report
Failure” notice to Court, DDA & Defense.
MCJRP Assessment Report completed within 61 days of
arraignment on indictment and provided to the court
navigator, who will provide the report to the parties

Copy to
Defense
Attorney
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Copy to
DDA

Copy to
Court/Judge

Parties may access HB3194 Psych
Exam funding, if appropriate
(separate from indigent defense
funding). Once the evaluation is
completed, the Psych Exam will be
provided to all parties.

PHASE 2

PHASE 1: Pre-Indictment

MCJRP Case Procedure using PAVRON Package Information
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(See Attachment #2)

PHASE 3

Prison Sentence
Received

Offender is
sentenced

Probation Sentence
Received

Any alternative to prison conditional agreement
by the parties is referred to DCJ for review of
available programming evaluation and
commitment to the preliminary agreement
before a final offer and acceptance is made

DDA/VA continues
contact with Victim
for Input/Impact
statement and other
relevant services

DA’s Office
collects
Restitution info
(if applicable)

DDA makes or receives
offer on MCJRP case
with PAVRON Package
information (this can
occur pre or post JSC)

DA’s Office and
Defense resolve
case via plea
negotiation

Prosecution
1st Call (42 days):
Judge to ask
whether JSC is, or
will be, scheduled

Court Navigator facilitates
efficient processing of
eligible cases

5 weeks

2nd Call (77
days): JSC must
be scheduled
before this
hearing

DDA may re-staff case or
adjust offer after the JSC

Mitigation package provided to DDA

Judicial
Settlement Conference (JSC)
with PAVRON Package
Information

Defense
Defense
Counsel
Appointed.
Meets with
Offender

Defense compiles mitigation package,
including assessing additional needs and
information about available resources,
including—where appropriate—contact
with Veterans Justice Outreach staff

START Court
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Mental Health
Court

Specialty Court
eligibility
verified (if
applicable)

DUII Intensive
Supervision
Program

PHASE 2: Pre-Disposition

MCJRP Supervision Case Procedure Post-Conviction
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Offender enters
START Court with
suitable level of
supervision based on
court’s practice/policy

Offender enters
Mental Health Court
with suitable level of
supervision based on
court’s practice/policy

Offender placed on Probation;
Supervised through DCJ.

Offender enters
DISP with suitable
level of supervision
based on court’s
practice/policy

MCJRP 120-Day Intensive Supervision:
If an offender enters into a specialty court (DISP, MHC, or START), the defendant must abide by the
terms and conditions of that court, including supervision contact plans. Otherwise, unless the parties
negotiate an alternative, the following supervision plan will apply: A defendant who is placed on
probation as a result of the MCJRP will have, at a minimum, 120 days of intensive (high) level
supervision with regularly scheduled case staffing events (DCJ, DA’s Office & possibly the Court
Navigator and/or the Defense Coordinator). During this time, and possibly beyond, strict compliance
with the agreed upon plan of supervision and a “swift and certain” sanction philosophy will be
employed.
MCJRP Intensive Supervision Level Defined: Initial supervision of MCJRP cases will be similar to the Level
2 supervision level at DCJ (previously known as high risk supervision). Cases placed on MCJRP intensive
supervision will have a minimum of four PO contacts per month and one home visit within the first 30
days of supervision. The rate of PO contacts can be adjusted to more than four contacts per month
based on the behavior of the offender. Additional home and community contacts will occur as needed
after the first 30 days. Offenders will be reviewed regularly for compliance with treatment,
programming, and conditions. Case plans and risk assessments will be updated as needed. The officer
will monitor and investigate all police contacts, will file jail detainers for serious violations, and will
impose administrative sanctions when appropriate. The period of MCJRP supervision includes regular
case staffing events with the PO, the DDA, and possibly the court. Offenders who engage in treatment,
comply with conditions of supervision, and are making positive changes are eligible for decreased
contacts with their PO after the 120 day MCJRP intensive level supervision period is completed.
If DCJ would have placed the MCJRP offender on Level 1 Supervision, the Level 1 Supervision procedures
and policies will apply in addition to regularly scheduled case staffing events.

MCJRP Data Team (including
individuals from DCJ, LPSCC, MCDA,
MCSO, and PPB) will collaborate to
systematically and objectively
generate data and evaluate whether,
and to what extent, the Multnomah
County Justice Reinvestment Program
is achieving its goals and objectives.
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Law enforcement will assist in prevention and interdiction with increased law enforcement visibility and
supervision support via reduced response time, home visits, and enforcement of court orders (including
warrants). They will assist in providing swift and certain offender sanctions in collaboration with
Probation Officers.

Offender will be assessed by DCJ for
MCJRP wrap-around services, which
may include behavioral health care
(e.g. alcohol/drug treatment, mental
heath services, etc.), housing,
employment development, and/or
peer-mentor support.

PHASE 4

PHASE 3: Post-Conviction Supervision
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MCJRP Supervision Case Procedure Post-Conviction

Continuation of
Intensive Supervision
and case staffing
events

120-Day Intensive (High)
Supervision completed

DCJ determines
appropriate ongoing
supervision level

Modification of
Supervision Level or
frequency of case
staffing events
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PHASE 4: Post 120-Day Intensive Supervision
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MCJRP Eligibility Criteria

The MCJRP assessment report, which includes PAVRON package information, is intended for those
arrested and/or charged with a felony offense that is presumptive prison on or after July 1, 2014.
Below is a list of felony charges that that are excluded from participation in the MCJRP assessment:
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Aggravated Murder and Murder

Arson in the First Degree

Attempted Aggravated Murder and Attempted Murder

Assault in the First Degree

Manslaughter in the First Degree and Second Degree

Kidnapping in the First Degree

Criminally Negligent Homicide

Robbery in the First Degree

Aggravated Vehicular Homicide

Domestic Violence involved Offenses

Failure to Perform the Duties of a Driver (Death involved)

Child Victim under age 14

Any other Death involved offense (including Len Bias cases)

Sex Crimes/Offenses (including FRSO charges)

Attachment #1

Professional judgment, Accountability, Victim input, Risk, Offense, Needs (PAVRON) Package
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Professional Judgment
The information collected in the PAVRON Package should be used to inform professional judgment.

Needs Assessment
Accountability:

Identify an individual’s clinical and
criminogenic needs through the use of a
needs assessment (e.g. drug and/or alcohol
treatment, mental health related medication
and/or counseling, psychiatric or
psychological evaluation, housing, physical
health-related issues, etc.) and program
availability in the community. Treatment
services should target an individual offender’s
clinical and criminogenic needs.

Personal and Social
An obligation or willingness to accept responsibility
or account for one’s own actions and the effect on,
and expectations of, the community around you.

P.A.V.R.O.N.
Package
Victim Input and Impact
Article 1, §42 of the Oregon Constitution ensures
crime victims a meaningful role in the criminal and
juvenile justice systems. (1)(a) and (1)(f) of §42
grants victims the right to be present at, and
informed in advance of, any critical stage of the
proceedings held in open court and to be heard at
the pretrial release hearing and the sentencing or
juvenile court delinquency disposition. Victim
consultation during plea negotiations on violent
felonies, and the opportunity to be heard at
sentencing (or juvenile disposition) is desirable and
constitutionally mandated.

Offense
The nature and gravity of the underlying
offense is recognized together with any
relevant mitigating and/or aggravating
information. Mitigating circumstances do not
constitute a justification or excuse for the
offense in question, but which, in fairness and
mercy, may be considered as extenuating or
reducing the degree of moral culpability.

Risk Assessment Tool (LS/CMI)
Use of this actuarial tool is to assess the
offender’s needs and likelihood of recidivism,
as defined in HB3194 Section 45(1). The LS-CMI
results are intended to inform the parties at
critical decision points by determining an
individual’s level of supervision if placed on
probation. This risk profile may affect eligibility
in a specialty court. All materials associated
with this assessment will be provided to all of
the parties.
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Attachment #2

